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TEcHNlcKÝ sKÚŠoBNÝ Úsĺav plrŠŤĺľY,
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9SNAS
Reg. No.009/P-018

01 Piešťany,Slovak Republic

CONFORMITY GERTIFICATE
No. 171299217
Manufacturer:

MaytoniGmbH.
Rosenstrasse 2' í0í78
Berlin, Germany

Product:

Luminaires of MAYTONI DECORATIVE LIGHTING brand

Type/ Model:

Elegant, House, Roya! Classic, Diamant Crystal, Pendant, Geiling&Wall,
Table&Floor, Spot, Picturen Down Llght, Modeľn, Loft, Stľeet, outdoor, Miľror,
Bath, Urban, lndustria!, Track, Technical, Desk lamp, Hospitality

Type of construction: Ceiling Lamps, Wall Lamps, Pendant Lamps, Table Lamps, Floor Lamps,

Portable, Recessed

This conformity certificate approves the compliance of the product with essential safety requirements
of the following EC/EU New Approach Directives as amended:

20141351EU Low Voltage Directive
2014I30lEv EIectľomagnetic compatibiIity
European harmonized standards used for the conformity assessment:
EN 60598_í:2015lAC:20ĺ6' EN 55015:2013' EN 61000-3-2=2014, EN 61000_3-3:2013, EN 6ĺ547:2009
The certificate has been issued on the basis of the tests of the product type sample. The results are recorded
in the Conformity assessment report 170500190/2 dated 20.10.2017

c€

mark can be used only in the case of conformity assessment according to all relevant EC/EU Directĺves

This ceľtificate is issued under the following conditions:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

The certificate applies to the product type and its variations specified in the above mentioned Conformity Assessment report.
The production process/factory production control is not covered by this ceftificate.
The certificate does not imply that the certification body has performed any surveillance or control
of the production process.
The manufacturer shall ensure the conformity of subsequent produďion items with the certified type.
Changes that may affect the conformity with the certification requirements máy make the continuation of the certificate vaĺidity
dependent on the evidence as for the obseľvance of requirements under which the certificate has been awarded, or on an additional
evaluation.

lssue date:

20.10.2017

Expiry date:

19.10.2020
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